
central pharmacy distribution 

Combining the benefits of centralized 
purchasing with the power of Sentinel® 

At large health systems, pharmacy supply chains can be incredibly 

expensive, complex and difficult to manage. Implementing a 

centralized inventory management system to self-distribute 

pharmaceutical drugs to multiple locations is a great way to reduce 

costs, negotiate better contracts, reduce inventory waste and create 

a standard system-wide formulary. However, this model presents 

problems for 340B covered entities in terms of benefit capture, 

compliance risk and labor costs. Until now.

Sentry’s new Central Pharmacy Distribution (CPD) module in 

Sentinel® is a centralized purchasing platform for your organization’s 

inventory management system that acts as an umbrella over all the 

sites within your organization to connect all 340B and non-340B drug 

accumulations for the purposes of fulfilling a single inventory.

Central Pharmacy Distribution combines the purchasing power of 

a large health system with the 340B benefits available to safety-net 

hospitals and clinics, allowing your health system to realize the full 

benefits of central inventory management. 

Manages full replenishment  

of the distribution center with 

a central neutral inventory that 

works seamlessly with both 340B 

and non-340B entities

Facilitates the proper 

replenishment based 

on account type and 

generates orders based on 

distribution center activity

Connects the drug accumulations 

for all the 340B and non-340B sites 

in your system, integrating to fulfill 

a single inventory

How Central Pharmacy Distribution works

CPD resolves the 
challenges of central 
distribution and 340B

Benefit capture: Lets you  

bill your 340B purchasing 

accounts directly for centrally 

distributed inventory

Compliance risk: You’re 

no longer limited to GPO 

purchasing accounts or 

avoiding distribution to 

GPO-prohibited facilities

Labor costs: Your team no 

longer has to manually bill 

each hospital individually  

at month end
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Unlock the 340B benefit within your inventory 
management system — without sacrificing compliance

Helps you tap 

into previously 

inaccessible 

340B benefit

Provides 340B 

compliance, 

documenting every 

individual requisition  

from start to finish

Extends the strong 

audit trail you’re 

already familiar  

with in Sentinel

Eases the burden of 

financial management 

by automating internal 

accounting practices 

Allows users to bill 

hospitals directly  

for replenishment 

based on past usage

Uses Sentinel to bill 

each hospital at the 

most appropriate 

purchasing account

Is Central Pharmacy 
Distribution  
right for you? 

Sentry’s new Central Pharmacy 

Distribution module within Sentinel 

was designed specifically for IDNs, 

academic medical centers and multi-

hospital systems with diverse inventory 

volume and needs. Contact us today to 

learn more and see if it’s right for you!

How one academic medical center utilizes Central Pharmacy Distribution

A major academic medical center was purchasing pharmacy 

inventory for its shared services center at GPO prices and distributing 

medication only to its non-340B covered entities to avoid the risk of 

non-compliance, leaving significant 340B benefit on the table.

By implementing Central Pharmacy Distribution, they can  

replenish seamlessly with neutral GPO inventory to both 340B  

and non-340B covered entities, and are now replenishing  

inventory at 340B prices as well, utilizing the shared services  

center to its fullest potential — and reaping the benefits of  

central inventory management.

neutral neutral

covered entity non-covered entity

shared 
services 
center

wholesaler

while maintaining 340B neutral inventory 
requirements based on Sentinel 
configurations


